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PROGRESSIVE 
FOREIGN POLICIES

UNIT 3  - DAY 7                     



THE MONROE 
DOCTRINE
MONROE’S LEGACY

THE MONROE DOCTRINE

In 1820, Monroe sends a message to 
the world

European powers should not 
interfere in affairs of the Western 
Hemisphere

The US is the POWER IN THE WEST!

The US pledges not to interfere in 
European affairs

The age of colonization is OVER!



Why is that important?

it becomes the basis 

for american foreign 

policy for the next 

100 years!!!



let’s take a look at

the progressive

Foreign Policies



TR’s “Big Stick
Diplomacy” TR was determined to not allow 

Europe & Asia to control world 
affairs all by themselves

1904 - TR issues the

he was dedicated to making US a  
world power in the western hemisph.

a reemphasis of Monroe Doctrine, it 
adds potential to use military force

TR asserts US would use military 
to become a “world police force” 
to protect its interests in West
His philosophy: “Speak softly and 
carry a big stick.  You will go far.”

roosevelt corollary









Taft built on the Roosevelt 
Corollary with

US banks/businesses would loan $ 
to pay off Latin American debts

it pledged the US would use military 
force AND economic aid to keep 
Europe & Asia out of West. Hemis.

In exchange, US economic 
interests are secured & US firms 
gain control of Latin land & firms

w/ debts paid off, foreign powers 
would have no influence in West

dollar diplomacy

Taft’s “Dollar
Diplomacy”



Wilson’s “Moral
Diplomacy” Also known as

If latin American nations wanted 
help & $$, they would need to 
cooperate w/ US interests

Wilson declared the US wouldn’t 
recognize Latin American govs. if 
they were undemocratic, oppressive

it was an indirect way to force new 
Latin govs. to become democratic

missionary diplomacy
Wilson made US dominance an issue 
of morality

It set the tone for US foreign 
policy up until today!



IN ACTION!

the progressive

Foreign Policies



The Panama Canal
A perfect example of

TR was adamant to build a canal to 
connect the Pacific & Atlantic
would enhance trade, travel, and 
improve dominance of US military

TR helped stage the Panamanian 
Revolution against Colombia to 
gain the land needed for the canal
TR didn’t use direct force but 
threatened naval intervention

big stick diplomacy

As a reward, a free Panama gave 
US the land for the canal





The Mexican Revolution
                                  was put to the 
test as the Mexican government 
crumbled in 1911

Revolutionaries overthrew the 
gov. and executed leaders
b/c of the brutality of the 
revolution, US didn’t support it

Rebels like Villa and Zapata drew 
Mexico close to war w/ US
after some raids, both sides backdown

moral diplomacy

Thru Moral Diplomacy, US showed 
it would use force/influence to 
change oppressive foreign govs. to 
meet its interests





DIVERSIFYING AMERICAN CULTURE with new peoples

changed american society by
making America the dominant ECONOMIC/MILITARY/
POLITICAL POWER in the West (POLICE FORCE)

EXPANDING AMERICAN INFLUENCE worldwide

American Imperialism
The IMPORTANCE  of these POLICIES

opened FOREIGN MARKETS for future prosperity 
and BUILT UP MILITARY for future protection 



 1) Roosevelt’s Big Stick Diplomacy

2) Taft’s Dollar Diplomacy

3) Wilson’s Moral Diplomacy

CLOSURE

Write THREE things you 

learned today about:


